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February 2018: 

Chronicles of a visit with tasting through the Bel Paese 
Places of beauty and culture, artistic charms and fabulous nights:  

DOMENIS1898 reveals the stages of its sensory journey in the most realistic, fascinating and

intriguing corners of Italy.

1898-2018 

120 years with you 
2018 is a very important year for DOMENIS1898. 

We have a lot of surprises for you: stay tuned.

RISTOEXPO - ERBA (Co) 

4-7 March 
From 4 to 7 March at RistorExpo, an exhibition dedicated to

the HORECA sector, 

you will have the opportunity to taste all our products in a

February: spring is nearly
here

Let's discover together a
sweet and simple recipe to

surprise guests. 
 

Tiramisu' with
Dombay Classic 

 
TYPE 

 Dish: dessert 

 Skill level: easy 

 Serves: 4  

 Prep.time: 35' 
 

INGREDIENTS 
500 gr of

mascarpone cheese 

6 eggs 

150 gr of sugar 

300 gr of cream  

cocoa powder 

a glass of Dombay

Classic 

Savoiardi biscuits 

1 cup

espresso co�ee
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guided tour with our 

Brand Ambassador, Paolo Cogliati. Come and visit us!

TASTE FLORENCE 

10-12 March 
The exhibition dedicated to the excellence of taste and food

lifestyle. 

Taste stands for eating well and feeling good, where the best

international operators of the high gastronomy, but also the

increasingly vast and passionate public of food meet . 

DOMENIS1898 will be there with the best Italian grappa and

spirits. 

We are glad to invite you to come to our stand 
C/60 STAZIONE LEOPOLDA.

VINITALY 2018 

15-18 April 
The most important appointment of the year in the wine and

spirits �eld: Vinitaly. 

Producers, importers, restaurateurs, technicians, journalists

and opinion leaders meet every year in Verona to learn about

market trends, discover innovations and create new business

opportunities. 

Do not miss the chance to taste our exclusive cocktails. 

You can �nd us at STAND B/7 PAVILLION 6. 
We will be waiting for you! 

 

Step 1:  
Work the egg yolks with
the sugar until you get a

frothy and clear cream, and
then add the glass of

Dombay Classic. 
Whip the egg whites. 
Mix the whipped egg

whites with mascarpone,
whipped cream and the

yolks and sugar mixture.

Step 2: 
At this point, wet the

lady�ngers with the co�ee
and lay the biscuits with

the cream. 
Dust the last layer of cream

with the cocoa powder.

DOMBAY CLASSIC 
Creamy, velvety, slightly

alcoholic and sweet
enough. 

The right combination of
ingredients makes

DOMBAY Classic a full-
bodied cream with a bright

hazelnut color and a
characteristic to�ee scent. 
Try it smooth or with ice,
ideal to enjoy with a good

co�ee or mixed in your
favorite cocktail. 

The perfect mix to satisfy
your tastes and enrich a

dessert.

DOMBAY CHOCO  
AND CHERRY
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Bartender Tips 

EXOTIC ZEN 
Feel like an exotic evening in the middle of winter? 

Our Exotic Zen is the one for you! 

The certainty of a re�ned and elegant taste of Storica Nera,

accompanied by orange juice and a pinch of vivacity given by

ginger, make this mix the perfect ingredient for a pleasant

evening with oriental taste. 

Check out this and other recipe 

HERE

Try also Dombay Choco,
the liqueur cream for

chocolate lovers: a multi-
sensory journey that begins

with the enveloping
aromas of chocolate in a
crescendo of melting and
toasted notes that close

with a pleasant aftertaste
of bitter cocoa. 

Let yourself be surprised by
Dombay Cherry: perfect as
a digestive after a meal and

ideal for preparing
cocktails and long drinks;
add it to the fruit salad or

ice cream to give that extra
touch.

Follow updates, news, and posts by visiting our site and social

WEB: www.domenis1898.com EMAIL: info@domenis1898.com
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